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We study the V-shaped wake(Mach cone) formed by a cylindrical rod moving through a thin, vertically
vibrated granular layer. The wake, analogous to a shock(hydraulic jump) in shallow water, appears for rod
velocitiesvR greater than a critical velocityc. We measure the half angleu of the wake as a function ofvR and
layer depthh. The angle satisfies the Mach relation, sinu=c/vR, where c=Îgh, even for h as small as
one-particle diameter.
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The interactions of a flow with an obstacle have been a
test bed for fluid mechanics throughout the past century[1].
For example, measurements on the Von Kármán vortex street
of flow past a cylinder, the drag force reduction due to tur-
bulence, and shock wave interactions with airplanes continue
to increase our understanding of fluid mechanics. Experi-
ments on granular flow past obstacles provide good geom-
etries to test the emerging hydrodynamic theory[2–8] for
rapid granular flows. In addition, studying the interaction of
granular flows and obstacles is important for industrial appli-
cations. Obstacles are often introduced to modify granular
flows: paddles are used to mix materials, inserts are added to
granular bins to reduce stresses, and pipes are inserted in
chute flows as heat transfer surfaces[9].

Measurements on experimental and simulated flow fields
indicate that shocks commonly develop when granular flows
interact with obstacles[6,10–13]. Shocks form when the
relative velocity between an obstacle and a fluid exceeds the
wave speed in the medium. The shock front is a superposi-
tion of waves excited as the obstacle moves through the
fluid. For a dispersionless Newtonian fluid with a constant
wave speed, the front coalesces into a Mach cone with a half
angle given by the Mach relation,

sinu =
c

vR
, s1d

wherec is the wave speed andvR is the obstacle’s velocity.
Experiments and simulations on shocks in granular flow
have not revealed an analogous relationship betweenvR and
the shock angle.

We study a phenomenon that is the analog of a compres-
sion shock: the wake that forms behind an obstacle moving
on a free surface of a fluid layer. We measure the height field
behind a thin rod moving thorough a vertically vibrated
granular layer. We find the wake angle follows the Mach
relation(1) and is well described by the shallow water theory
for fluid flows without surface tension. In this theory, the
description of the wake is identical to that of a compressible

shock in a dispersionless gas. Thus, the wake formed in the
thin granular layer can be described by the usual tools of
shock physics.

Experiment. A stainless-steel rod of diameterD
=0.75 mm is inserted into a shallow, vibrofluidized granular
layer consisting of bronze spheres with a diameterd
=0.17 mm. The rod moves in a circular path of radius 51
mm with a constant speedvR in the range 4-30 cm/s.

The granular layer is vibrofluidized using an apparatus
similar to the one described in[14,15]. For each layer depth
h, the peak plate acceleration 2.2g and the nondimensional
frequencyf* = fÎh/g=0.39 are chosen such that the layer is
fluidized but remains below the onset of patterns[16]. The
container is evacuated to less than 4 Pa to reduce air effects
[17]. The distance from the bottom of the container to the rod
is held fixed at 0.5h throughout the container oscillation.

We measure the time-averaged height field of the layer
behind the rod using a laser line technique similar to the one
reported in[18]. A thin vertical laser sheet(1-mm thick)
illuminates the granular layer. When the rod passes through
the laser line it triggers a charge-coupled device(CCD) cam-
era, held at a fixed angle with respect to the flat surface. The
camera captures 52 digital images of the laser line separated
in time by dt=2.2 ms(Fig. 1). For vR=21.5 cm/s, the dis-
tance between line scans isvRdt=0.47 mm. Deviations from
a straight laser line indicate the variations of surface height.
The resulting height field is shown in Fig. 1.

The height field was averaged over many cycles with the
frequency of the driving and rod rotation incommensurate.
High-speed imaging showed that the angle of the shock front
is independent of phase during the driving cycle. The high-
speed images also showed that the oval peak behind the rod
(Fig. 1) is related to the vibration of the layer during the
cycle.

Results. For small vR, the time-averaged layer remains
everywhere flat to within our experimental error. ForvR
greater than a critical velocityc, the height field shows a bow
shock structure: a rapid increase in surface height, analogous
to a hydraulic jump, develops in front of the rod and extends
downstream in a V-shaped wake(Fig. 1). The height profile
taken along the dashed line in Fig. 1(b) is shown in the inset
of Fig. 2. The increase in height from the flat layer to the
maximum upward deflection of the layersDhmaxd measured
from the laser line atx=−D /2 directly behind the rod is
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shown in Fig. 2. ForvR.c, Dhmax increases linearly with rod
velocity. A fit to the data for a layer depth ofh=4d indicates
a critical wave speedc=8.4±0.7 cm/s[31].

The transition from the subcritical flow without a shock,
to a supercritical flow with a bow shock, is not sharp, as
indicated by the rounding of the transition seen in Fig. 2. As
the flow accelerates around the rod, a small supercritical re-
gion develops forvR less than but nearc. A shock forms in

this region, but does not extend out into the fluid.
We measure the half angleu of the shock with respect to

the axis of the rod’s motion as a function ofvR. We define the
location of the shock by the maximum of the height field for
each line scan. Near the rod the shock is curved; however,
within a few rod diameters the shock straightens, creating a
V-shaped wake with a well-defined half angle. A linear fit
through the maxima of the asymptotic shock yieldsu (Fig.
1). We findu is described well by the Mach relation(1) for a
compressible gas. The linear dependence of the data plotted
in Fig. 3 indicates a constant surface wave speed. Forh
=4d we find c=7.9±0.4 cm/s, which is consistent with the
critical speed 8.4 cm/s determined from the height measure-
ment.

Shallow water theory. Our results can be understood in
terms of a shallow water approximation, similar to the ap-
proach applied to avalanches[19,20] and granular free-
surface patterns[21]. When the depth of a fluid is small
compared to the other dimensions in the system, one can
neglect the fluid velocity in the vertical direction compared
with the velocity components parallel to the surface. In this
shallow water approximation, the equations describing the
motion of a free surface of an incompressible, isothermal
fluid in a gravitational field have the same form as the equa-
tions for a compressible gas flow[22]. In both cases a shock
forms when the relative velocity between the fluid and the
obstacle is greater than a critical velocity. For waves on a
free surface the critical velocity is the maximum gravita-
tional wave speed,c=Îgh, for long waves without surface
tension, and the shock is a discontinuity in height. Our mea-
surements for different layer depths yield surface wave
speeds in accordance with the shallow water interpretation
(inset of Fig. 3).

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the laser line scanning technique used to measure the displacement of the surface created by a
rod moving through a granular layer. A laser light sheet is incident downward onto the granular layer and is imaged by a CCD camera set
at a fixed angle with respect to the surface. The inset shows an image averaged over 400 periods of the rod motion. The location of the laser
line is determined to subpixel accuracy by finding the center of a Gaussian fit to each peak in the vertical slice, as shown in the inset(red
line). (b) Top view of the shock created by the rod, moving to the right, forvR=21.5 cm/s. The location of the maximum layer heightDhmax

for each scan line is indicated by the dots. A linear fit to the maxima(blue line) yields the wake’s asymptotic half angleu. A surface height
profile taken along the vertical dashed line is shown in the inset of Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. The maximum upward displacement of the layerDhmax

for the line scan atx=−D /2 for (the inset shows a profile forvR

=23 cm/s) as a function ofvR for a layer depth ofh=4d. For small
vR the layer behind the rod remains flat to within experimental
accuracy(dotted line). Above a critical velocity the deflection in-
creases linearly withvR (dashed line). The intersection of the
dashed line with the horizontal axis indicates a nonzero critical
velocity. The noise level was determined by the peak-to-peak oscil-
lations in the flat part of the layer.
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The agreement with shallow water theory for layer depths
as small as one-particle diameter is surprising. A vibrated
granular layer is highly compressible[6,13]; during each col-
lision with the plate, a shock wave forms in the bulk of the
fluid and travels through the layer, compressing and heating
the grains. Although the volume fraction can change by a
factor of 2 and the granular temperature across the shock can
increase by two orders of magnitude[13], the energy is
quickly dissipated by inelastic collisions[23,24]. Our
molecular-dynamics simulations for the conditions of our ex-
periment show that throughout much of the cycle the bulk of
the layer has an approximately constant density and tempera-
ture. The forcing of the plate acts only to fluidize the granu-
lar layer and does not play a strong role in the propagation of
waves on the surface. We expect the shock front in a shallow
granular layer to be unchanged under different methods for
fluidization.

Shock decay. We find the granular shock rapidly decreases
in intensity as it propagates into the surrounding fluid. The
decay ofDhmax of the shock versusr, the distance from the
shock to the axis of motion of the rod, is plotted in Fig. 4.
The functional form of the decay agrees with scaling predic-
tions by Landau[25] for discontinuities in cylindrical sound
waves propagating into a dissipationless fluid. The velocity
of each point in the shock frontu can be approximated by
u=c0+s]u/]rdSsr0v0/c0dÎro/ r, wherec0 is the wave speed
of the undistorted front,s]u/]rdS describes the adiabatic
variation of wave speed with the local density, andv0

Îr0/ r
accounts for the decrease in the intensity of a cylindrical
wave as it propagates away from its point of origin. Conser-
vation of mass requires the area of a shock profile to remain
constant as it moves. As the intensity of the shock decays,

the width of the shock increases. Setting the areas of shock
profiles separated by a timeDt equal, Landau found that the
width of the shock increases asr1/4, wherer is the distance
from the shock to the axis of motion of the rod(inset of Fig.
4) and the shock intensityDv decreases asr−3/4. For a shal-
low fluid, Dv~ÎDh, implying Dh should decay asr−3/2. The
solid line in Fig. 4 is a fit toDhmax proportional tor−3/2.

Conclusions. Our experiments demonstrate that a thin ver-
tically vibrated granular layer is described well by shallow
water theory for a surface-tensionless fluid. We find that a
shock forms on the surface when an obstacle’s velocity ex-
ceeds the speed of a gravity wave,c=Îgh. The angle of the
shock cone is determined by the Mach relation, and the
damping of the shock follows the scaling derived by Landau
for shocks traveling in a dissipationless fluid. Future experi-
ments should study the applicability of this model as a func-
tion of layer depth and inelasticity. For deeper layers, the
shock generated when the layer collides with the bottom
plate may not travel to the top of the layer[24], possibly
changing the behavior.

The shocks formed in our experiment are an example of
Cerenkov radiation generated by an object traveling through
a medium faster than the wave phase velocity[26]. Such
radiation leads to increased resistance(wave drag) when a
critical velocity is exceeded. Future experiments should ex-
amine the dependence of drag onvR near the onset of the
shock because experiments[27,28], simulations[9,11], and
theory [29,30] disagree on this increase in drag.
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FIG. 3. The measured dependence of the half angleu of the
shock cone onvR is in accordance with the Mach relation(1) (solid
line); the slope of the line yields the wave speedc. The inset shows
the dependence ofc on the layer depthh. The curve is given by
shallow water theory,c=Îgh. The error includes uncertainty in the
depth due to leveling of the container(horizontal error bars) and
uncertainty in the angle measurement(vertical error bars).

FIG. 4. The maximum height of the shock front as a function of
r, the perpendicular distance to the shock from the rod’s axis of
motion. The shock formed by the coalescence of cylindrical waves
(inset) does not extend into the fluid indefinitely, but decays asr−3/2

(solid curve), as predicted by the Landau theory. The line in the
log-log plot (inset) has slope −3/2.
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